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Abstract
Although the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of colloidal quantum dot solar cells (CQDSCs)
has increased sharply, researchers are struggling with the lack of comprehensive device efficiency
optimization strategies, which retards significant progress in CQDSC improvement. This paper
addresses this critical issue through analyzing the impact of colloidal quantum dot (CQD) carrier
hopping mobility, bandgap energy, illumination intensity, and electrode/CQD interface on device
performance to develop a guiding criterion for CQDSC PCE optimization. This general strategy
has been used for the successful fabrication of high‐efficiency CQDSCs yielding certified PCEs
as high as 11.28 %. A major experimental finding of this work is that the widely used constant
photocurrent density (Jph) assumption is invalid as Jph is external‐voltage dependent due to the
low carrier hopping mobility. Furthermore, the theoretical model developed herein predicts
the nonmonotonic dependence of CQDSC PCE on carrier hopping mobility and bandgap
energy, which were also demonstrated with the high‐efficiency CQDSCs. These results
constitute a revision basis of the widespread belief that higher mobility and lower bandgap
energy correspond to a higher CQDSC efficiency. Furthermore, electrode/CQD interface‐
dependent surface recombination velocities were investigated in the framework of our
abovementioned theoretical model using lock‐in carrierography, a contactless, large‐area
frequency‐domain photocarrier diffusion‐wave imaging methodology that elucidated the carrier collection process at the electrodes through open‐circuit voltage distribution imaging.
Lock‐in carrierography eliminates the limitations of today's widely used small‐spot (<0.1 cm2) testing methods which, however, raise questionable overall solar cell performance and stability
estimations.
KEY W ORDS

bandgap energy, colloidal quantum dot solar cell, electrode‐semiconductor interface, hopping
mobility, large‐area imaging, lock‐in carrierography
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

comprehensive device efficiency optimization strategies have been
reported aiming at achieving higher PCE, specifically for CQDSCs.

Colloidal quantum dot solar cells (CQDSCs) are presently attracting

Researchers use common sense approaches instead, trying to improve

immense research interest on a global scale due to the meteoric rise

CQDSC efficiency through pursuing higher carrier mobility using dis-

of their solar to electric power conversion efficiency (PCE) from 3%

parate surface passivation materials and increasing quantum dot size

to 13.4% within a period of only 7 years.1 Intensive efforts are under-

for lower bandgap energy to harvest the solar spectrum in a wider

way to boost CQDSC PCE through device architecture engineering,2-4

wavelength range. This universal strategy, however, is typically valid

surface materials chemistry,5-7 synthesis methodologies,8,9 charge car-

for conventional solar cells of high carrier mobility such as Si solar cells,

rier dynamics,10-17 and theoretical modeling.18-20 However, no

rather than for low carrier mobility systems of a discrete carrier
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transport nature, such as colloidal quantum dot (CQD) and organic

in an electrical circuit under the assumption of infinitely large material

solar cells. Alarmingly, however, it has been reported that state‐of‐

conductivity (or carrier mobility), which is true for most solid‐state p‐n

the‐art high PCE solar cells are actually achieved using materials gener-

junctions such as, Ge, Si, or GaAs. With high carrier mobilities on the

ally not exhibiting the highest CQD carrier mobility.21 Furthermore,

order of 102 to 103 cm2/Vs for typical Si solar cells, it is true that

researchers reverted to using smaller dots with wider bandgap energy

the photocurrent density Jph is constant through the entire applied volt-

when they found larger dots yielded even lower PCE. This raises the

age range; however, today's CQD‐based materials and devices feature

crucial question of whether higher mobility and smaller bandgap CQDs

multiple energy disorder sources due to their high surface‐to‐volume

can always produce higher PCEs in CQDSCs. How do CQD carrier

ratio nanostructures, variations in confinement energy and coupling,

mobility and bandgap energy determine solar cell performance?

and thermal broadening. All of these point to a noncontinuous

The present study addresses these critical issues. With our fabrica-

hopping/tunneling transport with low mobilities ranging from 10‐5 to

tion and study of CQDSCs that have a certified PCE as high as 11.28 %

10‐1 cm2/Vs6,16,18,23-28 for PbS CQDs passivated with various ligands.

through a structure shown in Figure 1A, we discovered that the photo-

This huge difference in mobilities leads to questioning the validity of

current density is voltage dependent and is accompanied by low carrier

applying the S‐Q model to such systems. The discovery of external‐

mobilities, which indicates that the conventional constant photocur-

voltage‐dependent photocurrent density in PbS CQD‐based solar cells

rent assumption may be invalid for CQDSCs. Generally, to analyze

enabled us to revisit and relax the constant photocurrent density

current‐voltage

well‐known

assumption in the well‐known S‐Q equation for CQDSCs, which has

Shockley–Queisser (S‐Q) equation is often used, which takes on
n h
i o
ext
−1 −Jph , where Jillu is the current denthe form Jillu ðV Þ ¼ J0 exp nqV
id kB T

been and continues to be the prevailing assumption among researchers

characteristics

of

CQDSCs,

the
22

sity under light illumination, J0 the saturation current density, Jph a
photocurrent density often treated as a constant short‐circuit current
density, nid the ideality factor, kB the Boltzmann constant, q the elementary charge, T the absolute temperature, and Vext the externally
applied voltage. This equation was derived to model diode behavior

to date. A similar voltage‐dependent photocurrent was also reported by
Würfel et al29 for organic solar cells that also have much lower carrier
mobility. Therefore, with the derivation of an improved carrier hopping
drift‐diffusion equation, this study, for the first time, develops a
comprehensive analysis of the dependence of CQDSC current‐voltage
characteristics on carrier mobility and CQD bandgap energy. Contrary
to the common sense expectation that higher mobility and lower
bandgap energy correspond to a better CQDSC efficiency, reality is
more complex, and carrier hopping mobility and bandgap energy
optimization is a significant challenge that can be addressed using
the methodology presented in this study.
Furthermore, most researchers have reported solar cell efficiencies based on small‐spot (<0.1 cm2) testing, including professional certification characterizations of solar cells towards an entry in the solar
cell efficiency tables. This, however, raises questions about the overall
solar cell performance and stability estimations. To address this universal problem for CQDSCs, we introduce a large‐area photovoltaic
device nondestructive imaging (NDI) carrier‐diffusion‐wave characterization technique that can meet demands for industrial photovoltaic
system quality control. The inspection of the entire solar cell area or
some specific regions can also fulfill various other purposes such as
overall device performance, shading effects, electrical, and/or mechanical defects. Solar cell large‐area imaging has been used intensively
with perovskite solar cells using camera‐based photoluminescence,30
series resistance imaging using electroluminescence,31 lock‐in thermography (LIT),32 lock‐in carrierography (LIC) characterization of Si
wafers,33-35 and solar cells.35-38 However, to the best of our knowledge, no imaging studies of CQDSCs have been reported in efforts
to acquire an insightful physical picture of defect or contact effects
on key solar cell performance parameters. Therefore, we implemented
LIC imaging to obtain open‐circuit voltage distribution and carrier
collection efficiency images and were thus able to elucidate the effects

FIGURE 1

A, Schematic of colloidal quantum dot solar cell sandwich
structure and B, the corresponding energy band structure. PbX2, AA,
and EDT represent lead halide, ammonium acetate, and 1,2‐
ethanedithiol, respectively, acting as exchange‐ligands for PbS colloidal
quantum dots (CQDs). PbS‐EDT CQD layer is used for preventing
electrons from diffusing toward Au electrode [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

of the CQD/electrode interfaces on solar cell performance within the
framework of our drift‐diffusion J‐V model.
With the precedent of the next‐generation efficiencies as high as
11.28 % that have been fabricated in our labs and certified as shown
in the well‐referenced solar cell efficiency tables,1 the present theoretical model and large‐area characterization technique can be of
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significance for guiding CQDSC optimization with respect to CQD
surface passivation ligand selection and the determination of CQD
energy bandgap (or quantum dot size), as well as for solar cell fabrication quality control.

ET AL.

 μe V a 
The excess carrier population ΔN0 ¼ nð0Þ e De −1 can be derived
through integrating the electric field over the thickness of a solar cell
under both dark and illumination conditions.20 Accordingly, the hopping
drift and diffusion current densities [A/cm2] can be expressed as

dΔnPV ðxÞ
dx x¼0



Q eQ2 d −Q eQ1 d  μeDVa
¼ −qDe nð0Þ 1 Q d Q2 d
e e −1 ;
e 2 −e 1

Je;diff ¼ −qDe

2
D E R I V A T I O N O F CA R R I E R H O P P I N G
D R I F T‐ D I F F U S I O N J ‐ V M O D E L F O R C Q D S C s
|

Disorder sources in CQD ensembles, including variations in confinement energy, electron‐electron repulsion, coupling, and thermal broadening, cause CQD‐based materials and devices to exhibit discrete



 μe V a

 μe Va

V bi −V a
Je;drift ¼ qμe Enð0Þ e De −1 ¼ qμe
nð0Þ e De −1 ;
d

(4)

(5)

hopping conductivity and diffusivity.39,40 Using intensity‐modulated
illumination, the distribution and hopping transport of excitons and

with

charge carriers follows a diffusion‐wave behavior. The theory of partiQ1;2 ¼

cle‐population‐gradient‐induced diffusive transport through spatial


qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
C0 ± C20 þ 4C1
2

(6)

profiles of discrete hopping into and out of a quantum dot was developed in detail by Mandelis et al.20 In this paper, the prevailing assump-

and with the definitions

tion of constant photocurrent20 was relaxed. Based on the
C0 ¼

photocarrier hopping diffusion‐wave theory to solve the carrier popu-

μe E
¼
De



lation rate equation, quenching and surface recombination velocity


μe V bi −V a
1
; C1 ¼ 2 ;
De
d
Le

(7)

(SRV) associated boundary conditions were assumed with respect to

where Le is the dc hopping diffusion length. Eventually, the total dark

both hopping diffusion and drift current densities for high‐efficiency

current density Je (A/cm2) including drift and diffusion components

CQDSC structures, thus overcoming the voltage limitation20 that leads

can be expressed as

to a decreased J with V when the applied voltage is higher than the
built‐in potential. Specifically, in a 1‐dimensional quantum dot ensemble, each quantum dot characterized by its own size and energy manifold is separated by a mean distance from its neighbors. Therefore, the

Je ¼ Je;diff þ Je;drift





Q1 eQ2 d −Q2 eQ1 d
V bi −V a  μeDVa
¼ qnð0Þ −De
e e −1 :
þ μe
Q
d
Q
d
e 2 −e 1
d

(8)

rate equation for the net carrier flux entering one quantum dot within

Therefore, through adding electron and hole dark current densities and

a time interval dt can be written as20:

considering the photocurrent density, the total carrier hopping current

∂nPV ðx; tÞ
∂Je ðx; tÞ nPV ðx; tÞ
¼−
−
;
∂t
∂x
τ

density under illumination can be expressed as usual by
(1)
Jillu ¼ Je þ Jh −Jph :

where nPV(x) is the carrier concentration under illumination, τ is the

(9)

subscript PV indicates that the solar cell is under external bias. With

It should be noted that the hopping drift current density Jdrift is Va


dependent. Specifically, the electric field V bid−V a leads to Jdrift decreasing

an applied dc voltage, nPV becomes time‐independent, therefore,

with Va, while the excess carrier population nð0Þe De yields an exponen-

Equation 1 can be further written as

tial dependence of Jdrift on Va.

lifetime, and Je(x, t) is the carrier hopping flux in units of s‐1cm‐2. The

 
d2 nPV ðxÞ μe E dnPV ðxÞ nPV ðxÞ
−
−
¼0
2
dx
De
dx
De τ
where E=

V bi −V a
d

μe V a

In general, the boundary condition at x=d is not always an infinite
(2)

SRV. There are four types of surface recombination, namely, minority
carrier hole recombination at the cathode, majority carrier hole recom-

is the electric field across the solar cell, d is the CQD

thin film thickness as shown in Figure 1B, De is the carrier hopping diffusivity, μe is the hopping mobility, Vbi is the built‐in voltage, and Va is
the photovoltage. Equation 2 is subject to a surface boundary condition at x = 0 as shown in Figure 1B: nPV(0) − n(0) = ΔN0, where ΔN0 is

bination at the anode, minority carrier electron recombination at the
anode, and majority carrier electron recombination at the cathode.
Here, however, for the sake of simplification, all types of surface
recombination are treated in the same manner. The surface recombination rate at d can be defined as
JðdÞ ¼ SðdÞnPV ðdÞ

the excess carrier population generated by the photovoltaic effect. A

(10)

second (quenching) boundary condition for the CQD thin films at
x = d is nPV(d) − n(d) = 0, indicating an infinite SRV and the immedi-

J(d) is a carrier flux in units of s‐1cm‐2. Solving Equation 2 subject to the

ate recombination of electrons and holes when they drift or diffuse to

boundary condition Equation 10, the total current density Je (A/cm2) is

the interface. Therefore, solving Equation 2 with ΔnPV(x)= nPV(x) − n(x),

given by
 μe V a 
Je ¼ qnð0Þf−De ½Q1 −ðQ1 −Q2 Þf  þ μe Eg e De −1 ;

it can be found that


ΔN0 eQ2 dþQ1 x −eQ1 dþQ2 x
ΔnPV ðxÞ ¼
:
eQ2 d −eQ1 d

(3)

with the definition

(11)
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f≡

eQ1 d ½SðdÞ−μe E þ De Q1 
:
½SðdÞ−μe EðeQ1 d −eQ2 d Þ þ De ðQ1 eQ1 d −Q2 eQ2 d Þ

(12)

spectroscopy and found to have fewer bandtail states and higher
CQD packing density compared with the controls, as well as higher

Smaller surface recombination velocity S means more excess
charge carriers across the interface which should result in better solar
cell performance and S = 0 corresponds to Ohmic contact behavior as
reported by Kirchartz et al.41 Also, they found that surface recombination played the role of a carrier recombination source in the way that a
zero surface recombination rate precludes carrier recombination at the
contacts (interface), while an infinite recombination rate adds a new
recombination pathway, leading to strongly decreased Voc and PCE at
high carrier mobilities when carrier recombination is significantly
increased.

uniformity characterized by grazing‐incidence small‐angle X‐ray scattering measurements. Therefore, PbS‐ PbX2/AA CQDSCs were found
to have the highest PCE of all CQDSCs. Regardless of the fact that
PbS‐ MAPbI3 CQD thin films had higher carrier mobility than PbS‐
TBAI,44 PbS‐TBAI‐based CQDSCs exhibited higher PCE values than
that of PbS‐ MAPbI3, which goes against the common sense that
higher mobility corresponds to better device performance. This perceived anomaly is, however, consistent with the theoretical model of
section 4.2. Ultimately, the CQDSCs were optimized with a certified
efficiency of 11.28 %, a bandgap energy of 1.32 eV, and a PbS‐
PbX2/AA thickness of 350 nm.
J‐V characteristics were obtained using a Keithley 2400 source mea-

3 | SOLAR CELL FABRICATION AND
EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION

suring unit under simulated AM1.5 illumination (Sciencetech class A)
in a continuous nitrogen flow environment. Furthermore, the calibration for spectral mismatch was conducted using a reference solar cell

The synthesis of oleic‐acid‐capped CQDs and ZnO nanoparticles fol42

lows our previously published methods.

Figure 1A shows the sand-

wich structure of the CQDSCs under study. ZnO nanoparticles in

(Newport). Finally, following our previously reported method,10 LIC
imaging of the CQDSCs was performed in a room‐temperature
nitrogen environment under 10 Hz modulation frequency.

solution were spin casted onto an ITO glass at 3000 rpm for 20 seconds, which was followed by the deposition of PbS CQDs using
PbX2/AA‐exchanged (PbX2: lead halide, AA: ammonium acetate) PbS
43

inks.

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

|

In addition, 2 EDT(1,2‐ethanedithiol)‐exchanged PbS CQD

layers were spin‐coated atop the previous PbS CQD layers. Eventually,

4.1

a 120‐nm thin Au film was thermally evaporated to form the top

The photocurrent density generated with illumination at short circuit

electrode.

can be expressed as45

|

Photocurrent in CQDSCs

Following the device efficiency optimization strategy (see section
4.2) based on the fact that there are optimized bandgap energy and

Jph ¼ q∫bs ðEÞEQEðEÞdE;

(13)

carrier mobility for a given type of CQDSCs, we improved our CQDSC
efficiency through varying the CQD bandgap energy (dot size) and

where bs(E) is the incident spectral photon flux and EQE is the solar cell

altering the CQD carrier mobility using various surface passivation

external quantum efficiency, which depends on the material absorp-

ligands and different ligand exchange methods. Specifically, instead

tion coefficient, charge separation efficiency, and carrier collection

of using PbX2/AA in solution for ligand exchange, 2 types of CQDSCs

ability in the device, but is independent of the incident optical spectral

using solid state layer‐by‐layer exchange with tetrabutylammonium

distribution. It should be noted that Jph in Equation 13 corresponds to

iodide (TBAI) and solution exchange with methylammonium lead

the maximum photocurrent density that can be collected. However, as

iodide (MAPbI3) as ligands43 were fabricated and labeled PbS‐TBAI

discussed above, the assumption of a constant Jph is not always true

and PbS‐ MAPbI3, respectively. The structures of these samples are

for CQDSCs. Contrary to intuition, Figure 2A demonstrates that the

shown in Figure 1 except that PbS‐ PbX2/AA is replaced by PbS‐TBAI

experimental current density Jillu under illumination is not equal to

and PbS‐ MAPbI3 for our control samples. As already reported,43 con-

Jdark ‐ Jsc; instead, the current density difference (Jph, according to

sistent with the aforementioned efficiency optimization strategy, the

the S‐Q equation discussed in the introduction) between Jillu and Jdark

dependencies of CQDSC external quantum efficiency and current den-

is obviously voltage dependent with a shape resembling Jillu. The

sity on CQD bandgap energy Eg were initially found to increase with

amplified dark current density Jdark is shown in Figure 2B and exhibits

the reduction of Eg, then decrease when Eg became smaller than a

a typical exponential J‐V curve. This deviation can be attributed to the

threshold value between 1.28 and 1.38 eV. Limited by the scope of

low carrier mobility in CQD and organic solar cells.29,46 Solar cell effi-

the experiments, an exception was the current density dependence

ciency is dominated by 3 main loss factors, namely, the nonradiative

of PbS‐ PbX2/AA, which exhibited a monotonic increase with decreas-

recombination at the heterojunction interfaces or thin film/contact

ing Eg without attaining a threshold value yet. In comparison, Voc exhib-

interfaces, the inefficient collection of photogenerated excitons and

ited a positive linear dependence on the CQD bandgap energy, and it

charge carriers, and the parasitic absorption of the contact layers.46

was also exchange‐ligand dependent, with PbS‐ PbX2/AA and PbS‐

Compared with high‐mobility systems such as Si solar cells, the much

MAPbI3 possessing the highest and lowest Voc, respectively, at all

lower carrier hopping mobility significantly reduces the charge carrier

bandgap energies. All of these experimental results are in good agree-

extraction rate. As a consequence, charge carriers or excitons recom-

ment with our theoretical model predictions (section 4.2). Although

bine substantially at or near the location where they are created.46 In

mobility measurements are not discussed here, the PbS‐ PbX2/AA

addition, low carrier hopping mobility causes an almost open‐circuit

CQDSCs

condition within the solar cell device that occurs even at short circuit,

were

characterized

with

photothermal

deflection

1038
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function of hopping drift lengths. At voltage Va, the mean carrier
hopping drift length Ldrift can be expressed as

Ldrift ¼ ðμh τh þ μe τe Þ

ðV bi −V a Þ
:
d

(14)

Therefore, the fraction η′ can be extracted as the ratio of Ldrift to the
total carrier hopping drift transport length (the CQDSC thickness), ie,

η′ ¼

Ldrift
:
LCQD þ LZnO

(15)

According to the well‐known Shockley‐Queisser equation, Jph
reverses the direction of Jdark, which is the net current density comprising drift and diffusion current densities and has a direction same
as that of a diffusion current density under forward bias. Therefore,
the direction of the built‐in electric field (Ei) under equilibrium conditions is the positive direction of the photocurrent. Based on the
assumption that photocarriers will be fully extracted if their hopping
drift length is larger than the solar cell thickness, a case also
addressed in Liu et al43 and Gaur and Kumar,47 the hopping drift
photocurrent density can be obtained through

Jph;drift

FIGURE 2 A, Experimental data and theoretical best fits of current
density vs voltage under illumination and in the dark; B, the amplified
dark current density Jdark in A. Comparison between (Jdark ‐ Jsc) and
Jdark, as well as Jillu, as a function of voltage, is also shown in A.
Equations 9, 11, and 20 were used for the best fits of the J‐V
characteristics. The best‐fitted Jph at V = 0 (representing Jsc) is 24.9 mA
and 7.9×10‐7 mA under illumination and in the dark, respectively. PCE,
power conversion efficiency [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

8 ′
J ×η′ ;
>
>
< ph
¼ J′ph ;
>
>
: ′
−Jph ;

when−1<η′ <1
when η′ ≥1

(16)

when η′ ≤−1

where J′ph is the maximum hopping drift photocurrent density that is
constant at a given illumination condition and is independent of the
external voltage. Furthermore, CQD solar cell efficiencies deteriorated due to carrier transport toward wrong electrodes. Therefore,
researchers have tried to add additional energy barriers, for example,
the extra PbS‐EDT CQD layer in Figure 1B was deposited to prevent
electron diffusion to the Au electrode.2,43 Although the influence of
carrier diffusion induced carrier loss is not significant in our CQD

leading to approximately 95% of the photogenerated carriers becom-

solar cells because of the extra energy barrier introduced by PbS‐

ing lost to recombination as reported by Würfel et al29 for organic

EDT, for most other CQD solar cell architectures these effects are

solar cells with a carrier mobility equal to 10‐6 cm2/Vs. This phenom-

substantial and better understanding is required. Hence, in compari-

enon is well pronounced also in CQDSCs with increased photoactive

son with electric field induced Jph,drift, the diffusion‐associated photo-

layer thickness and/or under high illumination intensity conditions. Jph

current Jph,diff is also studied and found to be constant across the

is constant only when the carrier mobility is adequately high, compa-

entire external voltage range. Specifically, hole diffusion to the ZnO

rable to that of commercial Si solar cells, so that the driving forces for

is negligible due to the built‐in energy barrier, while there are no

the transport of electrons and holes can be neglected. For CQDSCs,

(or there are much smaller) energy barriers for electron diffusion in

however, carrier hopping mobility and diffusivity are very small.6,23-28

the CQD layer. Thus, the mean diffusion distance is given by

Furthermore, the higher carrier concentration under illumination
than in the dark additionally increases the conductivity of the material

Ldiff ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
De τe

(17)

η′′ ¼

Ldiff
:
LCQD

(18)

(σe,h = eμe,hne,h, with ne,h being the carrier density of electron [e] or holes
[h]) for a given hopping mobility, so the influence of driving forces for

and

electron and hole extraction begins to emerge.29 With this consideration in mind, we set out to develop an analytical expression for the
voltage‐dependent Jph considering a carrier hopping drift and diffusion
transport mechanism. For our solar cell sample ZnO/PbS‐PbX2(AA)/
PbS‐EDT in Figure 1, photogenerated excitons dissociate into free

Analogous to the derivation of hoping drift photocurrent density in

electrons and holes when generated in CQD layers, resulting in elec-

Equation 16, the hopping diffusion photocurrent density can be

tric‐field‐dependent photocurrent with a fractional contribution, η′, a

given by

HU
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(
Jph;diff ¼

−J′′ph ;

when Ldiff ≥ LCQD

−J′′ph ×η′′ ;

when Ldiff < LCQD

simulated results in Figure 3A,B. The reduction in Jph in Figure 3A is
:

(19)

Similarly,

J′′ph is the maximum diffusion photocurrent density.

expected, as the net electric filed Enet reduces with increasing Va. The
resultant negative Jph results from insufficient drift photocurrent to offset the negative hopping diffusion photocurrent density, which is mirrored by the negative Jdark‐Jillu values when the forward voltage is
larger than Voc. Therefore, some special situations can be expected to

Equation 19 reveals the negative hopping diffusion photocurrent,

arise for extremely small mobilities, such as negative Jph for a mobility

implying that Jph,diff will decrease the active total photocurrent. The

of 0.001 cm2/Vs (which should be much smaller for actual CQD solar

negative Jph,diff is due to that carrier transport in a wrong direction

cells) in the entire Va range when the mobility is very small or the diffu-

toward the incorrect electrodes, which offsets the drift photocurrent

sion photocurrent is sufficiently high. However, because of the restric-

as shown in Figure 3A,B. Therefore, the total photocurrent density

tive assumptions as discussed below behind Equations 16 and 19 and

Jph can be obtained from adding Jph,drift and Jph,diff. Figure 3A shows

the carrier transport parameter values used for this simulation, the neg-

the dependence of Jph on the external voltage using Equation 16 con-

ative Jph for the mobility of 0.001 cm2/Vs in Figure 3B does not mean

sidering only Jph,drift, while Figure 3B is simulated using Equations 16

that CQD solar cells with such a low mobility cannot materialize. In

and 19 with the addition of Jph,diff, which leads to lower Jph at the same

other words, Jph at 0.001 cm2/Vs can be simulated to be positive simply

mobility when compared with Figure 3A. It should be noted that J′ph

and

by adjusting the simulation parameters, for example, considering a much

equal 35mA/cm for the simulation in Figure 3A,B. Using the param-

smaller J′′ph in Equation 19 or J′′ph ¼ 0 as shown in Figure 3A. A very small

eter values in Table 1, Jph decreases with voltage except at high carrier

J′′ph is true for our CQD solar cells as indicated by Figure 1B due to the

J′′ph

2

2

mobilities (1 cm /Vs or higher) where constant Jph values across the

energy barriers introduced by the PbS‐EDT CQD layer. Figure 3A,B also

entire voltage range are obtained as shown in Figure 3A,B. Under

show that all Jph curves converge at a voltage corresponding to the

reverse bias in Figure 3A, the external applied electric field has the same

intrinsic voltage Vbi used in Equation 14. Furthermore, lower carrier

direction as Ei, thereby helping to extract charge carriers and increase

hopping mobilities μ* lead to a lower voltage at which Jph starts to drop

Jph until it saturates to the maximum

J′ph −J′′ph .

Therefore, high reverse

due to a lower carrier hopping drift extraction efficiency (ie, the reduced

voltage assists the extraction of charge carriers, contributing to the

drift length) resulting from the reduced net electrical field strength; in

overall Jph.29 This is consistent with the saturated Jdark‐Jillu under reverse

other words, lower mobility requires higher net electric field to extract

bias as shown in Figure 2B. The experimental Jdark‐Jillu in Figure 2A is

the photocarriers. These simulated results validate the fact that when

found to reduce under a forward bias, a behavior demonstrated by the

carrier hopping mobility is low, the driving forces (electric field and

FIGURE 3

Simulated photocurrent density Jph A, using Equation 16 without Jph,diff, and B, using Equations 16 and 19 with Jph,diff at various
effective carrier hopping mobilities; and C, (Jillu ‐Jdark)/Jmax
ph as a function of the external voltage at various effective mobilities using Equation 20
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Parameters used for the colloidal quantum dot solar cell simulation

Parameter

Symbol

Value

Unit
16

Carrier concentration at x = 0 at equilibrium

n(0)

1 × 10

Solar cell thickness

d

4.1 × 10‐5

Effective hopping diffusion length

L*

350

cm

‐3

Liu et al,3 Kholmicheva et al,48
and Chuang et al49
Liu et al43

cm
nm
‐4

Reference(s)

Liu et al43 and Sun et al50

Effective carrier hopping diffusivity

D*

Varied, 1 × 10 ‐0.01

cm /s

Hu et al44 and Kholmicheva et al48

Effective carrier hopping mobility

μ*

Varied, 1 × 10‐3‐10, 0.023
for our CQDs

cm2/Vs

Liu et al3,51 and Voznyy et al52

2

Built‐in voltage

Vbi

Varied, 0.1‐1.5

V

Surface recombination velocity

S

1 × 10‐3

cm/s

CQD bandgap energy

Eg

Varied, 0.5‐3.6

eV

Estimated from fitting

diffusion gradient) for carrier transport start to impact Jph. However, the

the photocurrent density drops to 0 mA/cm2. Similar to Figures 3A,B

experimental J‐V characteristics in Figure 2A illustrate that the differ-

under linear photocurrent density, the photocurrent changes direction

ence between Jdark and Jillu exhibits a nonlinear (exponential‐like)

if the external voltage increases beyond the value of the built‐in poten-

dependence on the applied voltage, contrary to the linear dependence

tial as shown in Figure 3C. It should be noted that due to low hopping

shown in Figure 3A,B using Equations 16 and 19. According to the hop-

mobilities, sometimes dark and illuminated J‐V curves cross, for exam-

ping drift‐diffusion J‐V model, Jph can be obtained through solving

ple, the crossover point of Jdark and Jillu in Figure 2A, because of the

Equation 2 by implementing a voltage‐ and position‐dependent carrier

higher carrier‐population‐induced higher conductivity upon illumina-

generation rate. For instance, the photocurrent density Jph at x = 0 can

tion.29 This effect, however, is not important in materials and devices

be obtained when Jph(0) = − S(0)[nPV(0) − n(0)] that yields an exponential

with high carrier hopping mobilities.

dependence of Jph on the applied voltage. Furthermore, free electrons
and holes dissociated from photogenerated excitons generated in
CQD layers contribute to electric‐field‐dependent and diffusion‐related
photocurrents with fractional contribution η′ and η′′, respectively, as

4.2 | Impact of carrier hopping mobility and bandgap
energy

discussed above. However, the diffusion photocurrent has been

Using the parameter values in Table 1, Figure 4A exhibits the simulated

reported with negligible influence by Schilinsky et al,53 especially for

solar cell J‐V characteristics and their dependence on the carrier hop-

our CQD solar cells with the additional PbS‐EDT layer as shown in

ping mobility ranging from 0.001 cm2/Vs to 10 cm2/Vs. For the sake

Figure 1B. Therefore, considering the drift photocurrent extraction effi-

of better comparison with our experimental CQD solar cells, the

ciency and that the CQD layers are the main carrier transport medium,

bandgap used for simulation is 1.32 eV, same as our experimentally

an empirical ad hoc exponential dependence of photocurrent density

optimized CQD energy bandgap. The mobility of CQD thin films used

on the applied voltage to represent the aforementioned hopping drift‐

in our CQD solar cells has been measured to be ca. 2×10‐2 cm2/Vs,51

related photocurrent densities in Equation 16 is given according to

which is also in agreement with the experimental results reported by

Würfel et al29 and Gaur and Kumar47:

Yazdani et al54 for CQDs. As shown in Figure 4B, the simulated Voc

Jph ¼ Jmax
ph



ðV a −V bi Þμ τ
;
1− exp
2
d

and Jsc precisely match with those measured from our CQD solar cell in
(20)

where Jmax
ph is the maximum photocurrent density that can be extracted

Figure 2A. Furthermore, with the increase in mobility, Figure 4B, Voc
decreases while Jsc increases then saturates at high effective mobilities
μ*. The reduced Voc with carrier mobility μ* has been intensively investigated for organic solar cells, however, such studies are insufficient for

at a given illumination level from Equation 13. For the sake of simplifica-

CQD solar cells. Wang et al55 and Shieh et al56 attributed the Voc loss

tion, electrons and holes are considered to have the same transport

to enhanced recombination with dark charge carriers injected from

parameters as defined by τ* = τe = τh, L* = Le = Lh, D* = De = Dh, and

contacts at high mobilities. While it also occurs in our model, the fast

μ* = μe = μh. Figure 3C shows the ratio (Jillu ‐ Jdark) /Jmax
ph as a function of Va

extraction of charge carriers at high μ* is another reason for low Voc

using Equation 20, in agreement with the results reported for organic

as predicted by Mandoc et al57 and Deibel et al.58 Furthermore, Tress

solar cells using a semiconductor device simulation tool TCAD

et al59 successfully simulated this trend of Voc decline with mobility

29

Sentaurus from Synopsys Inc.

Furthermore, the excellent fitting of

through various recombination mechanisms including Langevin recom-

the experimental J‐V characteristics in Figure 2 to the empirical expres-

bination, recombination via charge transfer states, and trap‐assisted

sion of Equation 20 corroborates the validity of the ad hoc hopping

recombination. The essential principle is the interplay between the

drift‐diffusion model proposed under the assumption of nonlinear

high‐mobility‐boosted carrier extraction from high drift current and

exponential dependence of Jph on Va. For a high carrier hopping mobility

the enhanced carrier loss resulting from increased carrier recombina-

such as 1 cm2/Vs, all photogenerated carriers can be extracted, resulting

tion rates at high carrier mobilities. Along with the electron‐hole

in a typical inorganic solar cell behavior with a constant Jph across the

recombination through Equations 21-23, the developed drift‐diffusion

entire voltage range of interest except for the case when the external

current‐voltage model operates as a self‐consistent system consider-

voltage becomes larger than the built‐in voltage, Vbi, Figure 1B, and

ing the carrier concentration, surface recombination, and carrier
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FIGURE 4

A, Simulated carrier‐mobility‐dependent J‐V characteristics; B, open‐circuit voltage Voc, and short‐circuit current density Jsc; C, fill factor
FF; and D, power conversion efficiency (PCE). The colloidal quantum dot (CQD) thin film bandgap used was 1.32 eV same as our experimentally
optimized bandgap for the CQD solar cell in Figure 2. The CQD solar cell carrier hopping mobility was estimated from our previous study.51
Equations 9, 11 and 20 were used for the simulations [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

hopping mobility to interpret the dependence of Voc, Jsc, FF, and PCE

The term G is a carrier generation rate that equals ca. 1 × 1022 cm‐3s‐1

on mobility. Specifically, Voc is carrier concentration dependent and is

from Tress et al.59 Therefore, Voc decreases from 0.64V to 0.49V with

determined by the energy difference between the electron and hole

increasing carrier hopping mobility from 0.001 to 10 cm2/Vs as simu-

quasi‐Fermi levels.60 At low carrier hopping mobilities, low recombina-

lated in Figure 4A,B. Taking 0.023 cm2/Vs as our solar cell's mobility,

tion rates yield high carrier concentrations at open circuit according to

eV oc ¼ ΔEF ¼ kTln

the simulated Voc is found to be close to the experimental value of
0.63V. Although current CQD fabrication techniques cannot enable

!
np
;
n2i

(21)

mobilities in a wide range, in agreement with Figure 4B for CQD solar
cells, our previous study18 found that Voc was reduced at higher temperatures that corresponds to higher carrier mobility due to the nature of

in which n, p, and ni are the electron, hole, and intrinsic carrier concen-

phonon‐assisted carrier hopping transport in these materials.12,62 Simi-

trations, respectively. Furthermore, within the framework of direct

lar simulation results for Voc have also been reported for other low‐

electron‐hole recombination, the recombination is given by

mobility solar cell systems41,58,59 using an implicit solar cell simulator.
As estimated from fitting in Figure 2A, the SRV used for Figure 4 is



R0 ¼ β np−n2i ;

(22)

where β is the recombination constant. Langevin theory gives a
description connecting the carrier mobility with recombination rate
hÞ
with ϵ0ϵr the permittivity of the materials61 and
through β ¼ eðμϵe0þμ
ϵr

ϵr ≈ 20 for our CQD thin films. Therefore, Tress et al
3

59

derived the

open‐circuit voltage Voc as a function of mobility through β,

V oc



1
βNc NV
;
Eg −kB Tln
¼
e
G

10

‐3

cm

3

used, ie, Equation 8 with a quenching boundary condition indicating
immediately recombination of all carriers arriving at the contact, Voc
decreases much more dramatically at high mobilities, and this effect
was demonstrated in Mandoc et al57 and Deibel et al58 for organic solar
cells. However, Deibel et al58 found that a dramatic reduction of Voc can
be avoided if a finite surface recombination rate is considered. Infinite
SRV is not reasonable, of course, as discussed in Wang et al,55 also con-

(23)

in which Nc and NV are effective density of states on the order of
19

1 × 10‐3 cm/s through Equation 11. However, when an infinite SRV is

for CQDs in conduction and valence bands, respectively.

sidering the significantly improved CQD surface quality of our CQD
solar cells through solution‐ligand exchanges that leave few unsatisfied
dangling bonds on the CQD surface.43 Furthermore, also from Figure 4B,
Voc is directly proportional to the bandgap energy Eg of the active
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photovoltaic CQD thin films, while the simulated eVoc values are almost

the finding that “low mobility might help mitigate a particular loss mech-

half the corresponding Eg, in agreement with the experimentally reported

anism in a certain material …” as reported by Street et al.61

19,63

results for CQDSCs,

indicating that only half of the photon energy is

Colloidal quantum dots are promising in solar cell fabrication due

harvested. This is due to the energy loss of excitons and charge carriers

to their dot‐size‐tunable bandgap energy, thereby making the struc-

to bandgap trap states and/or bandtail states.43 The enhanced carrier

tural design for harvesting more solar energy much easier. A simulation

collection efficiency of the photogenerated current at higher carrier

of CQD bandgap‐energy‐dependent PCE, Figure 5, was conducted

hopping mobility facilitates the increase of short‐circuit current density.

using Equation 13, for the sake of simplification, with an approximated

Short‐circuit current density was obtained at zero voltage using

average EQE = 0.76 when the incident light energy is higher than the

Equations 9, 11, and 20. From Figure 3, it is expected that Jsc rises with

CQD thin film bandgap energy according to our fitting shown in

mobility due to the enhanced drift photocurrent density resulting from

Figure 2; otherwise, EQE = 0. However, more precise experimental

increased mobility according to Equations 14 to 16. Theoretically,
based on our model, photocurrent saturation at high mobilities occurs
because all photoexcited carriers are extracted at short circuit as shown
in Figure 4B, mirrored by the maximum Jph values at 0 V for the high
mobilities in Figure 3. In practice, further enhancement of Jsc can be
achieved through enhancing photoexcitation intensity or absorption
with small bandgap CQDs or thicker CQD layers.
Furthermore, the trade‐off between Jsc and Voc results in peaked
FF and PCE with respect to carrier hopping mobilities, Figures 4C,D.
The simulated FF of 0.62 at ca. 0.023 cm2/Vs in Figure 4C is in agreement with the value of 0.63 estimated in our CQD solar cells characterized in Figure 2A. Fill factor is a measure of the current‐voltage
characteristic shape of solar cells. Compared with other parameters,
FF can markedly elucidate carrier recombination strength.64 Before
reaching the optimized mobility as shown in Figure 4C, FF improves
dramatically from the significantly enhanced carrier drift current and
the marginally decreased Voc as discussed above. The steep rise of FF
in the low mobility regime is attributed to the increased charge carrier
extraction outside the device with mobility increase while carrier
recombination still remains at a relatively low level as per the drift‐
diffusion J‐V model and Figure 4B. After attaining, the optimal carrier
mobility, the decline in FF is indication that carrier recombination starts
to overtake extraction. As for Figs. 4C,D, similar results of mobility‐
dependent FF as well as PCE are also found in low mobility organic solar
cells.59 Consequently, the study of the competition between carrier
extraction and recombination, as well as the tradeoff between Voc and
Jsc with mobility, is helpful for CQD solar cell fabrication. Additionally,
the simulated PCE of 9.3 % is comparable to the experimental result
of 10 % shown in Figure 2A. Through literature review, despite the fact
that relatively high field‐effect65-67 and terahertz radiation68,69 mobilities have been reported on the order of 1‐30 cm2/Vs for CQDs, the
highest reported solar cell PCE to date was achieved by using active
materials with relative lower field‐effect mobilities in a range from 10‐3
to 10‐2 cm2/Vs.23,70,71 Similar to our model, Zhitomirsky et al21 attributed
this to trap‐state‐limited carrier diffusion lengths; in other words, the low
PCE values in higher carrier mobility materials and devices are results of
increased trap‐state‐assisted recombination. Before the maximum PCE is
attained, increasing the carrier mobility improves the PCE; however,
beyond this regime, increasing the hopping mobility simply enables a
higher rate of carrier recombination. Therefore, instead of intuitively pursuing higher carrier mobility, a more effective suggestion for solar cell
performance optimization should be to reduce the trap state which also
reduce bimolecular recombination due to strengthened interdot coupling
and enhance the diffusion length, then to further increase carrier mobility. In conclusion, the simulated results in Figure 4 are in agreement with

FIGURE 5

Theoretical simulations of colloidal quantum dot solar cell
electrical parameters: A, Voc and Jsc; B, power conversion efficiency;
and C, FF as functions of colloidal quantum dot bandgap energy (Eg) for
5 different carrier hopping mobilities. The maximum photocurrent Jmax
ph
is the same as Jsc at the mobility of 0.1 cm2/Vs. The illumination
intensity used for the simulation is AM1.5 spectrum at 1 sun intensity.
Equations 9, 11, 20, and 24 were used for the simulations [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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EQE values as a function of wavelength can be found in Liu et al43 for

as the trade‐off between Jsc and Voc, an optimized CQD bandgap energy

further research investigations. Therefore, considering AM1.5 excita-

for a maximized PCE value can be expected. In other words, although

tion, Jmax
ph was obtained by integrating the product of EQE, bs(E), and

small‐bandgap CQDs facilitate solar energy absorption in a wider wave-

the photon energy according to Equation 13. Subsequently, Jsc was cal-

length range, the reduced Eg compromises Voc according to Equations 23

culated by combining Equations 9, 11, 13, and 20 at 0V external volt-

and 24. The simulated PCE in Figure 5B is through Equations 9, 11, 13, 20,

age. Smaller Eg facilitates absorption of photons with lower energy,

and 24 and the calculated Jsc and Voc as discussed above. Therefore,

leading to an increased maximum photocurrent density Jmax
ph , Figure 5A.

applying the given carrier hopping transport parameters as tabulated in

However, because of the hopping mobility‐dependent Jsc, which

Table 1, the simulation of PCE in Figure 5B yields an optimized Eg of

equals Jph at short circuit,

Jmax
ph

2

converges to Jsc only at 0.1 cm /Vs

across the whole simulated Eg range. The slight drop in Jsc at small Eg
for all mobilities is due to the scarcity of significant low‐wavelength
solar energy according to the nature of the AM1.5 solar spectrum, ie,
Jmax
ph starts to saturate as shown in Figure 5A. In addition, it is also
due to the decreased built−in voltage Vbi (corresponding to lowered
Voc) that is reduced when the CQD photovoltaic material Eg decreases
according to Equation 20. Therefore, compared with higher mobilities,
Jsc is expected to start to decrease at higher Eg for low carrier mobilities
as shown in Figure 5A. A linear dependence of Voc on Eg was found and
extracted by linear best fits of the experimental data43 from our CQDSCs,
Figure 5A, and it could be expressed as

~1.12 eV for a mobility of 0.02 cm2/Vs, a mobility estimated for our
CQD systems.51 Because of the nature of AM1.5 spectrum, multiple
PCE subpeaks are also observed, a feature consistent with the Jsc in
Figure 5A and the well‐known Shockley‐Queisser limit simulation. As
discussed in Section 3, the experimentally optimized Eg is 1.32 eV, which
is close to the subpeak labeled in Figure 5B. It should be noted that,
experimentally, only CQD bandgap values in a range between 1.28 to
1.48 eV were tried.43 The PCE simulation implies there is still room for
further PCE improvement using CQD materials at this mobility. The
bandgap‐dependent PCEs for other mobilities in Figure 5B reveal a
blue‐shift of the optimized Eg with mobility increase, which is in agreement with Würfel et al.29 The shift to small bandgap is a result of
relatively high carrier drift current at high mobilities. Specifically, the

(24)

reduced Eg diminishes the intrinsic electric field and the drift current

Here, the units of Voc and Eg are V and eV, respectively. A similar linear

pared with lower‐mobility CQD solar cells. This overall nonmonotonic

V oc ¼ 0:387Eg þ 0:095:

starts to decrease at smaller Eg for higher carrier mobilities when comdependence of Voc on Eg has also been reported by Bozyigit et al19 in
the form of 0.27Eg + 0.09 for ligand EDT capped PbS CQDSCs. Insofar

FIGURE 6

A, Simulated colloidal quantum dot solar cell Voc and Jsc, as
well as B, FF and power conversion efficiency (PCE), as functions of
the illumination intensity. Equations 9, 11, and 20 were used for the
simulations [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 7 A, Experimental J‐V characteristics and B, colloidal
quantum dot solar cell output power as a function of photovoltage.
Continuous lines are best fits to the J‐V characteristics and output
powers using Equations 9, 11, and 20 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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behavior in Figure 5A implies an increased PCE with the simulated car-

X represents the illumination intensity. According to recombination

rier hopping mobility in a range where the carrier extraction rate still

mechanisms

surpasses the recombination rate. Furthermore, possible simulation

Schockley‐Read‐Hall (SRH) recombination theories, the carrier

deviation of this model is expected due to the use of linear Eg‐

recombination rate changes proportional to the carrier concentration.

dependent Voc through Equation 24, which, however, is derived

For example, through direct bimolecular recombination, Equation 22,

based on experimental data in a narrow Eg range, probably not

the carrier recombination rate grows with carrier concentration pro-

sufficiently accurate for a wide‐range Eg simulation in this study. In

portional to the photoexcitation intensity. With carrier recombination

addition, for small Eg with high photoexcited carrier densities Voc

increase, Figure 6B shows decreasing FF at high excitation intensi-

should be further reduced, as there will be an exponential depen-

ties, in good agreement with the experimental findings reported by

dence of Voc on carrier concentration according to Equations 21

Wang72 and Proctor et al.73 Because of the increased carrier recom-

and 23. The latter will lead to even lower Voc at smaller Eg than

bination rate at high photocarrier injection levels, PCE increases only

Equation 24 predicts, resulting in a shift of the optimized Eg to large

slightly from approximately 8.0% at 0.001 sun to approximately

Eg CQDs. Figure 5C shows a monotonic increase of FF with Ea as

10.1% at 1 sun illumination in agreement with our CQD solar cells in

well as with μ* in the range between 0.001 and 0.1 cm /V. As

Figure 2A, above which the PCE increase slows down and even

discussed above, the increased FF values indicate that with

saturates at high illumination intensities. This implies that with the

increased bandgap, carrier extraction plays an increasingly important

consideration of various carrier recombination pathways, carrier radi-

role in carrier transport over recombination processes according to

ative and nonradiative recombinations through different mechanisms

Figure 5C.

such as direct biomolecular or SRH approaches can degrade CQD

2

including

the

Langevin

and

trap‐state‐assisted

The foregoing hopping drift‐diffusion J‐V model was further

solar cell performance significantly at high mobilities and/or high

examined by studying the effects of illumination intensity on the

photocarrier injection levels. However, one should be aware that at

solar cell Voc, Jsc, FF, and PCE. Figure 6A validates the enhanced Jsc

sufficiently high mobilities comparable to conventional Si solar cells,

with illumination intensity due to boosted photoexcited carrier densi-

this model should not be applied as the effects of electric and

ties. The simulated Voc shows an exponential correlation with the

diffusion forces become trivial and negligible. Approaches to reduce

excitation intensity as shown in Figure 6A that is mirrored in the

carrier recombination in CQD systems can be through reducing exci-

well‐known relation V oc ¼ A þ

ton binding energy and/or through removing material trap states.

nid kT
q lnX,

in which A is a constant and

FIGURE 8 A, A photograph of a colloidal
quantum dot solar cell sample and B, its lock‐in
carrierography (LIC) image at open circuit after
the cell was flipped over with the Au contacts
on the bottom. The excitation laser was
frequency‐modulated at 10 Hz at a mean
intensity of 1 sun. The 8 Au‐coated thin‐film
electrodes on the top in A are electrical
contacts while dark brown regions are without
Au contact layers. Both regions have an
energy structure as shown in Figure 1B. The
Au electrode circumscribed with a dashed
rectangle in A and also shown in the flipped
over orientation in B is further studied in
Figures 9 and 10 [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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High exciton binding energy facilitates the probability for electrons
and holes to recombine.52 An effective approach is to dissociate

1045

4.3 | Impact of electrode‐semiconductor interface
using LIC imaging

excitons through strengthening interdot coupling and/or increase
interface energy barriers through a heterojunction architecture.

Equation 10, a boundary condition in the hopping drift‐diffusion model

Strong interdot coupling can be realized with the use of high‐quality

above, reveals the dependence of CQDSC J‐V characteristics on sur-

and monodispersed CQDs that remove defects and trap states in

face recombination velocity S(d), a parameter determined by the

CQDs. Therefore, improving CQD quality through various methods

CQD thin‐film surface passivation or trap states at CQD semiconduc-

as discussed in the introduction always contributes to improved

tor/Au electrode interfaces, Figure 1. A better electrode coating with

CQD solar cell performance.

lower interface states leads to low S(d) that results in higher CQDSC

FIGURE 9 Lock‐in carrierography (LIC)
images of the circumscribed colloidal quantum
dot solar cell Au electrode in Figure 8 at open‐
circuit A, 0.64 V; B, 0.60 V; C, 0.56 V; D, 0.35
V; E, 0.20 V; and F, short‐circuit. The
excitation laser was frequency modulated at
10 Hz at a mean intensity of 1 sun. [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
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FIGURE 10

Lock‐in carrierography (LIC) of
the circumscribed colloidal quantum dot solar
cell Au electrode in Figure 8: A, LIC (Voc) ‐
LIC(Vsc); B, [LIC (Voc) ‐ LIC (V)] vs V; C, [LIC (Voc)
‐ LIC(VPM)]VPM; and D, [LIC(Voc) ‐LIC(V)] V vs V
characteristics. The excitation laser was
frequency modulated at 10 Hz at a mean
intensity of 1 sun. B and D are best fitted to
Equation 25. Points A, B, C, and the dashed
rectangle region are shown in A and C. It
should be noted that values calculated for the
dashed rectangle region are based on
averaging the LIC amplitudes over all pixels in
this region. Furthermore, PM denotes
maximum power, ie, the maximum value of
[LIC(Voc) ‐LIC(V)] V [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2

Optical counterparts of colloidal quantum dot solar cell
electrical parameters, obtained through best‐fitting of the experimental data in Figures 10B,D to Equation 25
Sample

JR/ CLIC (C·mV)
‐18

JR0/ CLIC (C·mV)
2.34 × 10

‐19

Point A

1.78 × 10

Point B

1.66 × 10‐18

1.71 × 10‐19

‐18

‐18

Point C

1.56 × 10

Selected Region

1.45 × 10‐18

1.02 × 10

6.45 × 10‐19

m′ (V‐1)
3.43
3.76
1.49
1.89

spectrally gated dynamic frequency‐domain photoluminescence‐based
transport property imaging method.10,37 The LIC images revealed the
complexity and inhomogeneity of the electrode‐coating‐associated
surface recombination in our experimental CQDSCs. As shown in
Figure 7, the J‐V and P‐V characteristics of one solar cell with lower
FIGURE 11

Lock‐in carrierography contour mapping of the open‐
circuit voltage Voc for the circumscribed colloidal quantum dot solar
cell Au electrode in Figure 8 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

PCE when compared with Figure 2 exhibited similar Voc values but
much lower Jsc and were best fitted to the combination of Equations 9,
11, and 20 with the consideration of Au‐electrode‐modified surface
recombination velocity. For excitonic transport and dissociated free
carrier radiative recombination, the voltage‐dependent optical carrier

performance. To investigate the CQD/Au interface effects on CQDSC

flux corresponding to its electrical counterpart Equation 9 was intro-

performance, nondestructive imaging (NDI) of carrier population distri-

duced by Mandelis et al74 and subsequently used by Liu et al75 for

butions and key photovoltaic parameters was conducted using LIC, a

mc solar cells as their Equation 18; it was further adapted here with
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a different optoelectronic coefficient

h   ′ i
for hopping
m′ ¼ Dμ 

transport in CQDSCs:

entire solar cell unit image, indicating highly inhomogeneous carrier
hopping transport. These variations in performance of each device lead
to a poor overall solar cell behavior and should be considered seriously

h
i
J½ℏω; V ðℏωÞr ¼ JR −JR0 em′V ðℏωÞ −1 :

(25)

as optimization issues for commercial CQDSC fabrication. Specifically,
points A, B, C, and the area inside the dashed rectangle were studied as
shown in Figure 9A. Excitons and charge carriers extracted into the

J[ℏω, V(ℏω)]r can also be obtained experimentally through

external circuit through the Au and ITO contacts in Figure 1 can be

J½ℏω; V ðℏωÞr ¼ qCLIC ½LICðV oc Þ−LICðV ðℏωÞÞ;

(26)

probed through LIC signal differences between open‐circuit and
short‐circuit conditions, Figures 10A,B. It can be observed from

where LIC is the lock‐in carrierography signal at photovoltage V(ℏω),

Figures 10A,C that more photogenerated excitons and free charge car-

J[ℏω, V(ℏω)]r is the non‐equilibrium radiative recombination current

riers are collected at points A and B than at point C and at regions close

density, JR and JR0 are the relevant current‐density‐like quantities,

to the edge of the contacts. Excellent best fits to our theoretical model

75

Equation 25 have been achieved as shown in Figures 10B,D, in addi-

and CLIC is a coefficient defined as

CLIC ¼

jIi jð1−RÞη
ℏωin ½LICðV oc Þ−LICð0ÞÞ

"
#
1−ηce ðℏω; V ¼ 0; T Þ
1−λin λ−1
em

tion to the best‐fitted optical parameters shown in Table 2. The results
;

reveal that high‐amplitude regions in Figure 10A,C yield higher optical
(27)

counterparts of Jph and the optoelectronic coefficient, along with
lower optical saturation current densities. A conclusion can be reached

where |Ii| is the peak value of the incident modulated illumination

from Figure 10B that defects compromise the optical Isc more signifi-

intensity; R is the surface reflectance; η and ηce(ℏω, V = 0, T) are the

cantly than Voc, which remains almost constant at all 3 selected points

quantum efficiency for exciton and charge carrier photo‐generation

and inside the dashed rectangle region. The LIC images thus suggest

and photocarrier‐to‐current collection efficiency; ℏωin is the incident

that material surface and interface treatments for eliminating CQD

photon energy; and λin and λem are, respectively, the incident and emit-

surface defects may benefit Voc enhancement only in a limited manner

ted photon wavelength. In a manner similar to the electrical

although they can raise Jsc significantly. Therefore, smaller Jsc values

Equations 9 and 11, Equation 25 links the exciton and free carrier radi-

arising from higher defect state density result in reduced maximum‐

ative recombination flux, which is an optically measurable quantity to

output‐powers Pmax as shown in Figures 10C,D, which present the

its electrical parameter counterparts. The expressions for Jph, J0, Voc,

maximum‐output‐power mapping and its voltage dependence, respec-

and m’ have been derived by Liu et al75 using the optical parameters

tively. In comparison, the solar cell pixel Voc image, Figure 11, is more

in Equation 25 and a photocarrier‐to‐current collection efficiency,

homogeneous within the Au electrode region as the Fermi level

which is the ratio of the photocarrier flux collected by the solar cell

splitting determined Voc is controlled primarily by the work function

electrodes (giving rise to the photocurrent) to the incident photocarrier

difference between its corresponding electrodes rather than device

flux. A photograph of our solar cell is presented in Figure 8A, and the

defects or defect‐affected carrier hopping transport behavior at a

corresponding LIC image shown in Figure 8B reveals the inhomogene-

given mobility as discussed in section 4.2. Figures 10 and 11 clearly

ities of the Au contact regions which are distinguishable from those

demonstrate the critical importance of electrode influence on CQDSC

without Au layers. A dashed rectangle in Figure 8A, same as the one

performance. The respective maximum power and carrier collection

circumscribed in Figure 8B, is circumscribed around the perimeter of

LIC images are critical to the evaluation of the CQDSC quality due to

an Au layer and is further studied in detail in Figures 9–11. The LIC

the low carrier hopping mobility and diffusivity that result in low

image‐generating laser was introduced from the ITO/ZnO side,

collection efficiency of carriers generated far away (compared to a

Figure 1. The image contrast originates in inhomogeneous exciton

diffusion length) from the carrier extraction electrodes.

and free charge carrier population distributions due to mechanical or
electrical defect‐induced photocarrier lifetime variations. Defect‐
induced trap states act as thermal capture and emission centers of a

5

|

CO NC LUSIO NS

nonradiative recombination nature that diminish exciton and free
charge carrier hopping lifetimes, resulting in LIC image signal

A comprehensive CQDSC efficiency optimization strategy with

decreases. According to Figure 8B, regions (solar cell pixel images) with

respect to CQD carrier mobility μ, bandgap energy Eg, illumination

electrodes on the right‐hand side appear to have higher defect densi-

intensity, and electrode interface was proposed and implemented for

ties or worse contacts than those on the left‐hand side. These observa-

the first time. Following this strategy, CQDSCs with a certified effi-

tions are consistent with our experimental results that low solar cell

ciency as high as 11.28 % were fabricated through screening surface

efficiency is associated with J‐V measurements of these particular

passivation ligands, CQD energy bandgap energies, as well as opti-

solar cell units. These results show that carrier diffusion‐wave‐based

mized active CQD thin film thickness. The optimized μ and Eg were

LIC imaging has excellent potential for nondestructive inspection of

determined from the new analytical theoretical model introduced for

CQDSCs. For solar cell PCE optimization, dynamic carrier distribution

maximizing the device PCE, which provided a quantitative strategy

visualization as a function of applied external voltage, Figure 9, is cru-

for device efficiency improvement based on physical transport pro-

cial for optimizing device fabrication with respect to materials and

cesses as opposed to the empirical procedures used by most

nanoparticle deposition techniques. With decreasing external voltage,

researchers to date. Furthermore, the universally applied assumption

the LIC image exhibits different trends in different regions within the

of constant photocurrent was revisited, shown to be invalid, and the
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variation with voltage was validated for CQDSCs. Large‐area inspection of CQDSC carrier population distributions, collection efficiency,
and Voc using LIC imaging revealed a strong correlation between Au
electrode/CQD interface associated surface recombination effects
and solar cell performance. This strategy shifts the optimization
methodology away from the prevailing conventional small‐spot
characterization methodologies and their limitations. The developed
self‐consistent analytical hopping drift‐diffusion‐wave model together
with the large‐area LIC NDI pave the way for a quantitative comprehensive strategy for device fabrication toward higher efficiency solar
cells that can be of great interest to the CQDSC community. The
presented efficiency optimization strategy is summarized below.
1. Attempts to enhance the carrier diffusion length by reducing trap
state density either through selecting proper interdot linking
ligands that have lower lattice mismatch with the CQD crystal lattice or through the use of solution‐based ligand exchanges, rather
than the solid state layer‐by‐layer method,43 should always be the
first priority.
2. According to the achieved diffusion length, the proper CQD thin‐
film thickness for solar cells should be determined, and the
present new drift‐diffusion transport model that introduces
voltage‐dependent Jph should be used to find optimized μ and Eg
at a maximized PCE for the given estimated parameters as shown
in Table 1.
3. Only after the diffusion length improves, efforts to reduce CQD
polydispersity or strengthen interdot coupling to reach an optimized μ at a given CQD Eg should be implemented guided by
the parameter relationships shown in Figure 4.
4. Since μ cannot be characterized in as straightforward a manner as
Eg, the preferred procedure should be to use dot‐size‐tunable Eg,
instead of varying μ, toward achieving maximum PCE according to
Figure 5.
5. Eliminating material surface and interface defects benefits Voc
enhancement only in a limited manner but can raise Jsc significantly. Therefore, selection of electrode metals and contact procedures yielding optimal carrier density distributions, extraction
efficiency, and Voc as visualized by LIC imaging is an effective tool
for further CQDSC efficiency improvement.
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